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The MOODMOON framed joins the existing MOODMOON
luminaire family by designer Sebastian Hepting: In addition
to the wall version, the MOODMOON framed is now added,
which can be used as a floor or table lamp. This is made
possible by a frame stretched with Japanese paper, behind
which the light source sits. MOODMOON framed offers light
in different moods, ranging from LIQUID GOLD, which is
reminiscent of molten, flowing gold and provides a
pleasant light in the living room, to INDIGO, a deep blue light
that radiates calm and tranquillity. MOODMOON framed can
create a total of 17 moods, three more than the classic wall
version. Nine of these moods are already included in the
wall lamp, eight are new and tailor-made for the framed
version. The closed frame allowed the designer to
experiment with colourful compositions, as the colour does
not radiate onto the wall but is impressively "held" in the
frame. The light or the different light moods can be
controlled and dimmed via the free Ingo Maurer Digital App,
just like the classic MOODMOON. The framed uses the same
proven lighting concept on which the classic MOODMOON is
based: Human Centric Lighting.

Light source
LED max. 45 W (small) / max. 60 W (large), EEC G (A-G).

Technical data
125-230 volts. Individually controlled RGBW LEDs can reproduce pre-
programmed and stored lighting scenes. The moods can be called up and
dimmed via an app. The luminaire contains a W-LAN module. Integration in
existing Wi-Fi network possible.

More info
A tripod can be purchased as an option. Light is controlled via the Ingo Maurer
Digital App. Available free of charge in the App or Android Store.

Colours
Cable, box and Japanese paper is white. Tripod is made of ash wood.
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